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Where is Durham? 
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1: BEC & INTERFEROMETRY 
BASICS 
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Gross-Pitaevskii Equation (GPE) 

•  In the case of Bose-Einstein condensation in a dilute atomic 
gas: 
o  “almost everything” in the same spatial mode 
o  transition to a “macroscopic, classical” regime 

•  Quantum field well-described by a classical field  

 (have simplified interactions to a contact term quantified by 
the s-wave scattering length     – low-energy scattering 
approximation)  
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Atom Interferometry 

π/2 splitting pulse π swap/reflection  
pulse 

π/2 recombination  
pulse 
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Atom Interferometry: Interactions Bad! 

Interactions 
π/2 splitting pulse π swap/reflection  

pulse 
π/2 recombination  

pulse 
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Angular Motion in a Toroidal Trap 

•  Consider trap to be in a rotating frame (frequency Ω) 
•  Invites possibility of Sagnac interferometry (optically, light 

split & propagates around in opposing directions) 
See also Burke, Sackett: Phys. Rev. A 80, 061603 (2009)

Stevenson et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 115, 163001 (2015)
Nolan et al., Phys. Rev. A 93, 023616 (2016)

Bell et al., New J. Phys. 18, 035003 (2016) 
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2: ATTRACTIVE INTERACTIONS 
(BRIGHT SOLITONS) 
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Properties of Bright Solitons 

•  Solitary waves (including solitons) propagate without 
dispersion 

•  The 1D nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLSE) is integrable (as 
many constants of the motion as there are degrees of 
freedom) 

•  Protection that conservation laws offer means solitons (here 
meaning solitary wave solutions of the 1D NLSE) are robust to 
collisions 

•  Particle-like behaviour and name, “soliton” 

Zakharov, Shabat, Sov. Phys. JETP 34, 62 (1972)
Gordon, Opt. Lett. 8, 596 (1983) 



Martin, Adams, Gardiner
Phys. Rev. Lett. 98, 020402 (2007); Phys. Rev. A 77, 013620 (2008)
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Splitting (& Recombining) on Narrow Barriers 

6

B. Numerical treatment for δ-function and Gaussian barriers
(general σ)

In Figs. 3 and 4 we present results of numerical simulations
of fast bright soliton collisions at both δ-function1 and Gaus-
sian barriers. The norms of the outgoing waves, defined in our
numerics by

T± = ±
! ±∞

0
|ψ(x, t1)|2dx, (27)

agree qualitatively with the predictions of our quasi-analytic
treatment [Fig. 3], but with a noticeable skew in the predicted
sinusoid [Fig. 4]. This skew is also visible in the results for
the Gaussian barrier case shown in Fig. 1. We parametrise this
skew by ϵ and describe the norms of the outgoing waves, T±,
as

T± =
1 ± sin(∆ + ϵ)

2
. (28)

This skew is less pronounced for increasing velocities, i.e.,

lim
v→∞

max(ϵ) = 0. (29)

The presence of the skew in simulations with both Gaus-
sian and δ-function barriers rules out any explanation in terms
of the barrier structure. However, it is well known that when
solitons collide in the absence of a barrier they induce a small
phase and position shift in one another [13, 20, 33]. We pro-
pose that the skew is a result of interactions between the soli-
tons while approaching the barrier; more fundamentally, this
is a result of the condition of a brief interaction not being fully
satisfied. For instance, from initial condition Eq. (1) the phase
(ϕ′l) and position (x

′
l ) shift on the left hand soliton are given

by

2x′l
1 + b

+ iϕ′l = 2 ln
"

v + i
v + i [(1 − b)/(1 + b)]

#

. (30)

In the case of equal amplitudes and velocities total phase dif-
ference reduces to ϕ′ = ±4 arctan(1/v) or, in the limit of high
velocity, ϕ′ ≈ ±4/v. In our scenario only part of this phase-
shift can occur before the solitons enter the linear regime, and
so we expect that our skew ϵ will be some fraction of ϕ′. What
we have observed from our numerics is that ϵ oscillates with
∆ but the maximum value is ϵmax ≈ ϕ′/8. This is consistent
with the behaviour we observe in the high velocity limit.
It should also be noted that the interference effect is present

in collisions between solitons of differing amplitudes. By tak-
ing b = eβ we see that there is still interference between the
transmitted positive and reflected negative bright solitons (and
vice versa) [Fig. 5]. Along the line β = 0, where the ampli-
tudes of the incoming bright solitons are equal, we can clearly

1 Within our Fourier pseudospectral method a δ-function barrier can be im-
plemented with high accuracy in momentum space using the approach out-
lined in Ref. [32].
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Numerically computed transmission coeffi-
cient T+ illustrating the interference between solitons of different
initial amplitudes (b = eβ). Even in the case of a large difference
in initial amplitude (large |β|) there is still interference between the
solitons. The contour lines show the boundary between having one
(interior regions) and two (exterior region) outgoing bright solitons
in the quasi-analytic treatment [see Eq. (14)]. All results shown are
calculated for α = q/v = 1.
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FIG. 6. (Color online) (a) Schematic of a ring-trap interferometer;
(i) an incoming bright soliton (dotted, green) is split into two equal-
amplitude solitons at the first narrow barrier (dashed, black) gain-
ing relative phase ∼ π/2; (ii) these solitons (solid, cyan) propagate
around the ring, accumulating an additional relative phase difference
∆; (iii) at the second narrow barrier (dashed, black) these solitons are
recombined into outgoing waves [dot-dashed, red (blue) for positive
(negative) x domain] subsequent to collisions at the second barrier.
The norms of the two outgoing waves are shown as a function of ∆ in
(b), and illustrate the shift by ∼ π/2 with respect to Fig. 1(b) caused
by the initial splitting.

see a sinusoidal dependence on ∆. For nonzero β there is still a
notable dependence on the incoming phase difference, but this
effect is soon washed out if the difference in initial amplitudes
becomes too large. It is true, however, that the solitons do
not have to be of similar size to constructively or destructively
interfere.

Helm, Billam, Gardiner, 
Phys. Rev. A 85, 053621 (2012)

See also Martin, Ruostekoski, New J. Phys 14, 043040 (2012)
Polo, Ahufinger, Phys. Rev. A 88, 053628 (2013) 
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Scaling to “Soliton Units” 

•  Units of 
o  Position: 
o  Time: 
o  Energy: 

•  Dimensionless 1D Gross-Pitaevskii equation (GPE) 

�2/mg N

�3/mg 2N 2

mg 2N 2/�2

i
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Splitting on an Asymptotically Narrow Barrier 

•  Delta-function barrier tended to as 

•  Transmission coefficient for a soliton with incoming velocity  
approximately (exact for            ) 

•  Outgoing waves are a decaying radiation term and 1 or 2 
solitons, with amplitudes 

æ! 0

i
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2
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Holmer, Marzuola, Zworski, Comm. Math. Phys. 274, 187 (2007)
Holmer, Marzuola, Zworski, J. Nonlin. Sci. 17, 349 (2007)
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Collisions at a Narrow Barrier 

√(x,0) =√+(x)+√°(x),

√°(x) = 1
2+2b
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x +x0
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Dynamics in a Rotating Frame (One or Two Barriers) 

•  Consider GPE in a ring geometry (periodic boundary 
conditions with period      ) 

•  Magnitude of rotational term defined through  

LD

i
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Rotational Sensing and Sagnac Interferometry 

�/�

Two barriers 

One barrier 
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Collision without a Barrier 

•  Because of the integrability of the nonlinear Schrödinger 
equation (1D GPE without external potentials) solitons are 
robust to collisions 

•  Collision produces a phase shift, but relative phase difference 
is zero if 

•  Interactions therefore not disruptive 

v > 1/4
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Interferometric Response 

Two barriers One barrier 

Helm, Cornish, Gardiner, 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 114, 134101 (2015)v = 0.52, 1, 4 
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Sample Outputs 

Two barriers One barrier 
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Durham 85Rb Soliton-with-Barrier Setup 

•  Make BEC in crossed-dipole 
trap 

•  Ramp scattering length to 
a=0  

•  Simultaneously jump to 
negative scattering length 
and turn waveguide off è 
soliton! 
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First Experiment 

•  Release soliton into axially weak harmonic trap with the 
barrier on – and see what happens! 
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Recombination (Preliminary Data) 

•  Split 50/50 at the barrier, then recombine at the barrier 
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Recombination 

50/50 initial splitting: 

High barrier è both reflected 

No barrier è both transmitted 

~ 80/20 initial splitting: 

Recombination (Preliminary Data) 

High barrier è both reflected 

No barrier è both transmitted 
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3: REPULSIVE INTERACTIONS 
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Two-State Condensate on a Ring 

•  Consider (internal) two-state condensate 

i⇤
@™ j (r)

@t
=

∑
⇥⇤2�2

2M
+V (r)+ (⇥1) j ⇤!

2
+ 4º⇤2N
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a j k |™k (r)|2

∏
™ j (r),

V (r) = M [!2
r (r �Ω)2 +!2

z z2]/2

Halkyard, Jones, Gardiner, 
Phys. Rev. A 114, 161602 (2010)
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Rescaling 

•  Assume quasi-1D regime (r, z frozen out) 

•  Time in units of                  ; hence 

  
 where 

ø= MΩ2/�

i
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Interferometric Protocol 

1.  Apply splittingπ/2 pulse Uπ/2  to initial state 

2.  Imprint angular momenta (e.g. transfer of light OAM) 

3.  Allow free evolution f(T/2) 

4.  Apply swap π pulse, followed by a second free evolution 

5.  Repeat AM imprinting and apply recombination π/2 pulse 

√I
1 = 1/

�
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Anderson et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 97 170406 (2007)
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Readout 

•  Following SN(T) sequence, populations oscillate 

•  Any experimentally significant change of N2 from zero is a 
positive response 

•  Same response obtained when AM imprinted on ψ1 only (m=l) 

ΩT

N
j/
N

(a)

θ

|ψ
1(
θ)
|2

(b)

0 π/2 π 3π/2 2π

0 π/2 π 3π/2 2π

0
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SN (T ) ¥Uº/2U`m f (T /2)Uº f (T /2)U`mUº/2

N
2

= N [1�cos(2`≠T )]/2

N
1

= N [1+cos(2`≠T )]/2
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Sensitivity Considerations  

•  Optically, fringe shift relative to fringe width a common 
measure of sensitivity                       (A the enclosed area) 

•  Present equivalent is                                  (counts instances 
population alternates between 0 and N over [0,T]) 

•  No apparent area dependence – due to fact that 
interferometer may be interrogated at any time, not just when 
discrete, split wavepackets recombine 

•  Atomic shot noise also places a fundamental limit 

±L = 4A≠/∏Lc

±�¢µ/w = 2`≠T /º
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4: SPIN-ORBIT COUPLED 
INTERFEROMETRY (SOCI) 
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System: Spinor Condensate 

•  Vector order parameter 

•  Gross–Pitaevskii equation 

•  Toroidal trapping configuration 

•  Normal and spin-flipping scattering  

•  Consider 87Rb in  

™=
1X
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Isoshima et al., Phys. Rev. A 61, 063610 (2000)
Ray et al., Nature 505, 657 (2014)
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Magnetic Field: Ioffe-Pritchard Configuration 

•  Ioffe–Pritchard field texture 

•  Quadrupole field                  , 
bias field  

•  Vary            with time  

B = (B
q

(Ω)cos(¡),°B
q

(Ω)sin(¡),Bz )

Perez-Rios, Sanz
Am. J. Phys. 81, 836 (2013)

Bq(Ω) = b0Ω
Bz

b0, Bz
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Magnetic Imprinting in a Spin 1 Condensate 
Helm, Billam, Rakonjac, Cornish, Gardiner 
arXiv:1701.02154
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Magnetic Imprinting in a Spin 1 Condensate 

Magnetic fields 

Relative population 

Spatial overlap 

Helm, Billam, Rakonjac, Cornish, Gardiner 
arXiv:1701.02154

¬ j ,k =
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R

dr |™ j |2
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Adiabatic Transfer 

•  GPE dynamics dominated by 

•  Spatially dependent eigenstates 

•  Beam split achieved by preparing condensate in      state with 
dominating      , then ramping   

B ·F =

0
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2 0
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Interferometry 

•  Imprint relative phase difference  

•  Reverse beam-splitting (recombination) 

•  To permit accumulation of Sagnac phase                ,  must also 
diabatically ramp   

±
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¥
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•  Vary       particular interrogation time   

•  Note                         timescale for a particle to circumnavigate 
the ring 

Interferometric Response 

Phase �S/2⇡ = ⌦zTC/⇡

TC = 2ºR2
0 m/fl

≠z TI = TC
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5: FISHER INFORMATION 
ANALYSES 
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Quantum & Classical Fisher Information 

•  In a Sagnac interferometer, smallest resolvable difference in       
given by (Quantum Cramer–Rao bound)  

•  The Quantum Fisher Information       for GPE-described atomic 
BEC reasonably approximated by                 , where  

•  If limited to measuring e.g. 2D spatial density           , sensitivity 
limited to                        , where the Classical Fisher Information                                        

         and  

Haine, Phys. Rev. Lett. 116 230404 (2016)
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Split Gaussian Wavepackets on a Ring 
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Superposition & Fringes Barrier & Populations 

Haine, Phys. Rev. Lett. 116 230404 (2016)

•  Blue: 
•  Red dashed: 
•  Dotted: “ideal” 

•  Green: 
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SOCI Fisher Information 

2⌦zTC =

•  For idealized 1D Halkyard-Jones-Gardiner protocol 
FC = FQ = 4`2T 2

I = 4FS (TI /TC )2
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Conclusions 

•  Can avoid issues of interactions in BEC interferometry 

•  Possibilities for rotational sensing with toroidally trapped 
atomic BECs 

•  Time-dependent magnetic fields can imprint counterflow 
states 

•  Coherent soliton experiments!  
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Collision without a Barrier 

•  Because of the integrability of the nonlinear Schrödinger 
equation (1D GPE without external potentials) solitons are 
robust to collisions 

•  Collision produces a phase shift, but relative phase difference 
is zero if 

•  Interactions therefore not disruptive 

v > 1/4
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Equivalency between Sagnac and Zeeman Phase 

•  Appropriately scale magnetic field and angular velocity 

•  If angular velocity present, can effectively substitute 

•  Hence, equivalency between interrogating z-components of 
angular velocity (Sagnac phase) and magnetic field (Zeeman 
phase) 

B̃ =µBgF B/fl!?, ≠̃=≠/!?

B̃z ! B̃z + ≠̃z


